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There are three modes of experience
that can generate experience value:

SENSATION
EMOTION
KNOWLEDGE

Experience Value can recontextualise the way we see the world 
around us. It is a new proposed system of value, one that might sit 
alongside  (or more accurately, perpendicular to) our other 
existing, conventional systems of value: moral worth and pleasure.

Experience value can provide insight into the intellectual, 
sensational and emotional wealth found within contexts, facilitated 
by objects, promoted by actions and lost through barriers.

This experience 
diagram is
cyclical, with a 
feedback and 
response. Hence, 
it is a continuous 
process.

There is a dichotomy between 
MORAL and PLEASURABLE value. 
It is possible to pursue pleasure 
with or without the encumberment 
of morality, and vice-versa.
Hence, both systems measure 
value independently.

Experience value offers a third 
dimension to this argument - it 
can now be seen as a trichotomy.
It reviews objects, events and 
interactions with as much 
independence from the other two 
systems as they have from each other.

This has interesting consequences. 
Immoral acts and unpleasant 
events still generate “positive” 
(valuable) experiences. 
Accordingly - guilt, embarrassment, 
discomfort and pain are all 
relevant in experience terms.
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The anti-goal of experience value - the equivalent of ‘evil’ for a moral value system, or ‘pain’ for 
a pleasure value system - is forgetting; the loss of input; the failure to recall. Normally, 
experience value cannot be lost - it can only accumulate. According to an experience-value 
system, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ events would translate as events with ‘more intensity of experience 
than average’ and ‘less intensity of experience than average’ respectively.

It is unfortunate in this system to:
•  lose the capacity for further, salient experiences,
•  lose the capability to recall previous experiences,

both of which are the consequences of death, and also various physiological 
and neurological conditions. This is a significant consideration, because these 
are both potential, experientially-negative outcomes from taking RISKS and 
EXPOSURES, which are otherwise very strong facilitators for experience.

There are two kinds of experience-impeding systems:

PROTECTIVE systems dampen experience within a context
(e.g. a riot shield)

PREVENTATIVE systems deny a certain context from occuring 
(e.g. a curfew)

 A preventative system is far worse (experientially) than a protective system

Examples of experience-impeding systems that can be undermined:
 - SHELTER from the elements
 - CLOTHING (physiological and socio-cultural protection)
 - SKIN

Risks are the transaction (or sacrifice) of a commodity - something solid 
and real, for an experience and a probability. They are the trade of 
concrete for abstract, tangible for intangible, the present for the future, 
order for chaos. They are acknowledged gambles; deliberate exchanges 
across value systems.

Risks and exposures can be broken down into three essential 
categories, based on the commodity that is placed in greatest 
jeopardy. However, often a particular risk or exposure will have a 
cause and effect variously relevant to all categories.

PHYSIOLOGICAL risks and exposures might result in some negative 
impact on the body or the mind: e.g. extreme sports, thrill seeking, 
unprotected sex and drug abuse. The outcomes include breaking 
bones, brain damage, pain, emotional anguish, STI's, blindness, 
paralysis, etc.

MATERIAL risks and exposures might potentially lead to the loss of a 
commodity or property. They include gambling, investment, the 
choice to not insure or the decision to commit a crime. The outcomes 
might include loss of money, loss of objects, loss of land, imprisonment 
(loss of freedom), loss of opportunity and loss of potential.

SOCIO-CULTURAL risks and exposures might have an effect upon 
relationships, such as those between friends, partners, peers, 
colleagues or members of the general public. This group is especially 
interesting because there can be a massive difference between what 
the perceived and actual potential loss might be. Such interventions 
include telling a joke, instigating negotiations, expressing an opinion 
or making an argument, making requests, making demands, flirting, 
confessing or acting against moral sensibilities or social conventions.

Risks are exemplary cases of experience value being yielded regardless 
of the outcome being "good" or "bad" - there is as much potential for 
learning from a risk that doesn't pay-off as from a risk that does.
(Because we also learn from our mistakes.)

To enhance EXPOSURES,
undermine systems that impede SENSATION

To enhance RISKS,
take bolder ACTIONS within uncertain CONTEXTS

Skin is a ‘barrier’ that covers elements of the 
somatosensory system. It can be undermined by being 
removed, either chemically (through an acid peel) or 
mechanically (with an abrasive material, e.g. sandpaper).

(Where C is commodity gambled, K is a commodifiable return)

C      Experience + P [ (C) U (C+K) U (K) U (0) ]
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The below notation describes the 
differential relationship between 
INTENSITY OF EXPERIENCE and 
EXPERIENCE VALUE. By analogy, if intensity 
of experience is equivalent to the speed of a 
moving object, then experience value is the 
equivalent to the distance travelled.

Experience peaks represent the 
apex of salient events.

Examples of salient events might 
include:
  • a delicious steak
  • a near-miss with a car 
  • a thought-provoking argument

The purpose of the below graph 
is to illustrate a hypothesis. It is 
based on the premise that 
EXPERIENCE can be quantified.

This line represents 
typical day-to-day 
activity

An example of a salient experience,
divided into it’s constituent parts:

ANTICIPATION (emotion)
ASSIMILATION (sensation)
RATIONALISATION (knowledge)

By taking RISKS or generating 
EXPOSURES, it is possible to 
augment the intensity of an 
experience during an event.

Whereas a risk can cause a 
sharp spike in experience, an 
exposure increases the average 
amount of experience gained per 
unit of time.

Both are very powerful methods 
for gaining experience.

THE VALUE FOUND IN RISKS AND EXPOSURES
EXPERIENCE AS A NEW VALUE SYSTEM


